
What does this look like? 
Each policy is different, but this visual helps explain how 
EBIR works. In this hypothetical graph, the base policy 
has a $500,000 death benefit, paid for by the individual’s 
premiums. With the EBIR, however, the death benefit 
becomes $800,000. 

Over time, one-year term insurance decreases as the 
paid-up additions (dividend option) increases. Once 
the EBIR entirely consists of paid-up additions, the 
death benefit rises higher than the original $800,000 of 
coverage. If you want to hurry this process along, you 
can contribute toward the Paid-Up Additions Rider. 

Dividends and additional funds 
purchase one-year term insurance 
and paid-up additions 
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Enhanced Blended Insurance Rider 
Increasing your whole life policy death beneft 

The Enhanced Blended Insurance Rider (EBIR) adds 
an increased death benefit to your policy, allowing 
you to leave a stronger legacy to your heirs. 

What is this? 
Your life insurance policy generates dividends. 
This rider allows you to use your dividends, along 
with an extra premium, to purchase an additional 
death benefit to be added to your policy. This 
additional death benefit is a combination of one-year 

term (OYT) insurance and paid-up additions (PUA). 
Over time as dividends and premiums are paid, the 
one-year term decreases and the paid-up additions 
portion increases. If the crossover age is reached, as 
shown in the graph below, the death benefit rises. 

Whole Life 121 — EBIR, no PUAR 
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Why do I want it? 
If you need more protection but your budget doesn’t 
allow this, utilize the EBIR. Not only does this rider 
boost your death benefit, but also your cash 
value growth. 

Enhanced Blended Insurance Rider information 
Issuable ages 18–85 
Minimum death benefit $25,000 
Maximum face amount 3 times the base policy 

Note: This rider may only be added at the time of application 
but can be cancelled any time. 

Note: Products issued and underwritten by American United 
Life Insurance Company® (AUL), Indianapolis, IN, a OneAmerica 
company. Whole Life 95, Whole Life 121 and Whole Life Select 
form numbers L-60 and L-60SP; Enhanced Blended Insurance 
Rider form number: LR-241. Not available in all states or may 
vary by state. Dividends are not guaranteed, past performance 
is not indicative of future results, and actual results may vary. 
Provided content is for overview and informational purposes 
only and is not intended as tax, legal, fiduciary, or investment 
advice. 




